Insurance and Microinsurance Benefits
More than compensation

Value of Insurance

- Enabling individual/economic activity
- Financial compensation
- Risk transparency
- Price tag for risk
- Risk awareness
- Risk prevention
- Research and data
- Lean processes
- etc.
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Insurance for the poor and climate change adaptation
Complexity of different products

- Crop insurance
- Health and disability insurance
- Annuities and endowment
  i.e. retirement provision
- Property insurance
- Term life insurance
  i.e. payment to beneficiaries on death.
Insurance Solutions for CC Adaptation

What is needed?

**Insurers**

- stable trustful partners (trust, compliance)
- stable clear regulatory framework
- geographical spread (diversify)
- long-term business (payback)
- delivery mechanisms and clear (pay-out) structures
- volume.
Insurance Solutions for CC Adaptation

What is needed?

People at Risk

- defining clear needs and risks
- understanding and accepting insurance principles
- understanding the agreement.

Governments, Donors and NGOs

- understanding insurance principles
- will for ex-ante versus ex-post
- Long-term engagement and commitment.
Insurance and climate change adaptation
Partner Buy-in

The Three Ts *Technique, Trust, Time*

- Insurance literacy and capacity building
- Long-term commitment: BMZ/G7 InsuResilience is great!
- Sustained will for ex-ante versus ex-post
- Sustained dialogue.

All partners need to buy in!